The opportunity of becoming a product specific investor/ principal.

ARE YOU A MOTIVATED ENTREPRENEUR, MOVER, SHAKER, INVESTORS
OR A SALES PERSON,
LOOKING TO INVEST?
Ever seen that beautiful crushed glass in a fireplace? Ever wondered where this started
(InventED it)? Do you know that Patents exist over the manner of its creation? And guess
what…Moderustic Inc holds them. And its time we took credit, where credit is do!
We Make Fire Cool!

Notice of EXCLUSION to the all dealers and the like in the United States for selling FIREGLASS.

Patent Piracy is not a victimless crime

5th Patent #US11254609 and US patent numbers #US9700987B1 and US9808905B2

5 Patents issued and 1 patent issued for Notice of Allowance ! A Product Patent

https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/white-collar-crime/piracy-ip-theft/fbi-anti-piracy-warning-seal

The unauthorized reproduction or distribution of a copyrighted or Patented work is illegal. Criminal
copyright/ Patent infringement, including infringement without monetary gain, is investigated by the
FBI and is punishable by fines and federal imprisonment.

Moderustic® is proud to have been issued 5 U.S. Patent Numbers
and Notice of Allowance on #6 status! 6th is a product Patent, 5th is a divisional Patent.
Covering our method of creating tumbled tempered glass for use in fireplaces and fire pits.
Patent Applications Published 2005, 2006, 2014 and 2022 and……….. More still Coming

Starting mid 2022, we will be launching a new campaign. This marks the beginning of a whole new era
for our company. One area in where we expect great prosperity and opportunity as we began multiple
waves Patent enforcement across the country. We believe this is the industry we had created, the
FireGlass industry.
As it is, we are experiencing exceptional growth with many of our product lines, (approximately 60 product
lines) often shipping globally and dealing with national, high profile commercial projects. Known as a goto destination for one of kind features and projects that are often believed not do-able; our reputation as
custom metal fabricators/ creators with unparalleled Pyrotechnics' grows daily.
With all this potential we are exploring the possibility of sharing this opportunity with the right individuals/
companies. We firmly believe that in the right hands our innovative products may present immense
opportunity. This is not a cookie cutter franchise package, nor a percentage sale of our
company. Rather this is a “product(s) specific investment” that begins with a conversation and arrives
at a mutually beneficial partnership.
Meaning the ideal candidate is a seasoned professional in their field of business and is looking to not only
invest but help market and grow all our product lines and various business aspects; from marketing, sales
and operational structure. In exchange you will receive a percentage of all sales from your particular
niche. So, if you have the experience and financial liberty to join our company, please contact us today to
set up a meeting. Details to be negotiated and discussed.
A few of our products we are offering:
Vortex Fires http://www.moderustic.com/Vortex-Fire.html
VortexED Alcohol Fires http://www.moderustic.com/VortexED55.html
FireWall Feature http://www.moderustic.com/FIREWALL.html
FireGlass, Toppings, Ice, Drops, Diamonds, Toppings, Toppers, over 700 colors and products combined
Burners, Pipe, Ring and Custom Manufactured
Sheet Metal Facility, Custom Sheet Metal Globally! http://www.moderustic.com/Metal-Page.html
Water feature with or without fire

Fire Pits and Fire Tables
Propane Burners, Pans, Baskets and Modification or existing http://www.moderustic.com/PropaneBurners.html
Electronic Ignitions, Battery Operated Ignitions, Manual Ignitions, Propane or Natural Gas
http://www.moderustic.com/Electronic-Ignition-Fireplace-Fire-Pit.html
Direct Vent Conversions, Ventless Burner Conversions, Natural Gas or Propane
http://www.moderustic.com/Direct-Vent-Installation.html
Surrounds, Mantles and Hearth bases in Metal, Brushed or Powder Coated
http://www.moderustic.com/Fireplace-Surrounds.html
Distribution Opportunities
Dealer Opportunities
Franchise Opportunities
Opportunities in Sales and Marketing of the product lines, selling displays, Procuring Dealerships, Trade
Show Displays
Displays for Manufacturing for all product lines http://www.moderustic.com/fireglass-burnerShowroom.html
Installation and Shipping Department for Shipped Products
Product Development and Design for Future Products http://www.moderustic.com/designED.html
Contractor, Internet, Dealer, Distributor Marketing and Procurement/ Management
Sterling Silver Panels for Fireplaces

http://www.moderustic.com/Sterling-Silver-Fireplaces.html
and
http://www.moderustic.com/Mike-and-Megan-Boling-Fireplace.html
several movies on this page at the bottom.
and
http://www.moderustic.com/Sterling-Silver-Panels.html
Metal Cookie Cutters http://www.moderustic.com/Custom-Metal-Cut-Outs-Cookie-Cutters-For-YourFirepit.html
FireBalls, Concrete, Porcelain coated, Fire Objects and shapes http://www.moderustic.com/Terra-CottaFire-Balls.html

“TubED” Musical Fire Features http://www.moderustic.com/tubED-Danicng-Flames-fire-feature.html
Propane Conversions for pre-purchased Fire Pits from other sources
FireTables, Built To Desire
Powder Coating
Accent with Lighting, LED, Fiber Optics, Rope Light
Supplies for the Do It Yourselfer
Black Magic Fire Effects http://www.moderustic.com/Black-Magic-Sand-Page.html
Patent Enforcement, Licensing, (Legal non-sense)
To name a few of our product lines
Sincerely,

Ed Jaunzemis, Moderustic Inc President

ARE YOU A MOTIVATED SALES PERSON
LOOKING TO INVEST?
We are currently experiencing an exceptional rate of business and are exploring the possibility of sharing
this opportunity with the right individuals. I have learned that a worth product will sell itself, no need for
fast talkers or con men! (you know who you are).
Moderustic Inc. has for the past 16 years been a professional manufacturer of FireGlass, custom burners,
unique fire features and a global player in custom (Metal Fabrication and multi-elemental, Fire, Water,
Lighting) projects. We firmly believe that in the right hands, our innovative products may present
immense opportunity.
This is not a cookie cutter franchise package, nor a percentage sale of our company. Rather this is a
product(s) specific investment that begins with a conversation and arrives at a mutually beneficial
partnership.
We are receptive to new ideas and innovative ways to market our products. If you are a proven salestalent who’s pursuing investment/ business opportunities, in a market whose potential is yet to be
measured, please contact us today.
We are receptive to new ideas and innovative ways to market our products. If you are a proven salestalent who’s pursuing investment opportunities, in a market whose potential is yet to be measured, please
contact us today.

Sincerely,
President.
Ed Jaunzemis, President Moderustic Inc.
Ed@Moderustic.com
(909) 989-6129

We are "The Innovators, not the Imitators’ We created the Fireplace glass industry as it is known today.

Our scale of production
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1 DAY 4,320 LBS
EACH TUMBLER
180 LBS EACH
LOAD, 1 LOAD
PER HOUR X 24
4,320 LBS
$17,280.00
$21,600.00
8,640 LBS
$34,560.00
$43,200.00
43,200 LBS
$172,800.00
$216,000.00
86,400 LBS
$345,600.00
$432,000.00

1 WEEK, 7 DAYS
EACH TUMBLER

1 MONTH, 4
WEEKS EACH
TUMBLER

1 YEAR, 52 WEEKS
EACH TUMBLER

30,240 LBS
$120,960.00
$151,200.00
60,480 LBS
$241,920.00
$302,400.00
302,400 LBS
$1,209,600.00
$1,512,000.00
604,800 LBS
$2,419,200.00
$3,024,000.00

120,960 LBS
$483,840.00
$604,800.00
241,920 LBS
$967,680.00
$1,209,600.00
1,209,600 LBS
$4,838,400.00
$6,048,000.00
2,419,200 LBS
$9,676,800.00
$12,096,000.00

6,289,920 LBS
$25,159,680.00
$31,449,600.00
12,579,840 LBS
$50,319,360.00
$62,899,200.00
62,899,200 LBS
$251,596,800.00
$314,496,000.00
125,789,400 LBS
$503,157,600.00
$628,947,000.00

ISSUE NOTIFICATION
The projected patent number and issue date are specified above.
Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) (application filed on or after May 29,
2000)
The Patent Term Adjustment is 1016 day(s)(almost a 3 years extension to 2026!). Any patent to issue
from the above-identified application will include an indication of the adjustment on the front page.
If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date
that determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.
Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application
Information Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov).
Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to
the Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication
fee payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data
Management (ODM) at (571)-272-4200.
APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants):
Edgar Edward Jaunzemis, Rancho Cucamonga, CA; Moderustic, Inc., Rancho Cucamonga, CA; Claudia Sue
Jaunzemis, Rancho Cucamonga, CA;
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

